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Abstract:
The purpose of this research was to highlight the many different ways art
educators in New York City create lessons, prompts, and projects with the use of
choice-based lessons. By using a choice-based curriculum students will become
empowered to make artworks that best represent them. When working within choicebased parameters an inclusive classroom can emerge. The research is backed by
literature, theorists and educators that work or have worked in the field of art education.
The topic explores how choice should be at the forefront of lesson making, if educators
are interested in creating a classroom that could be seen as inclusive. Data from this
study was collected through the process of interviewing three New York City art
educators. Findings from this data collection resulted in a clear correlation between
choice-based lessons and an inclusive art classroom.
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Introduction:

Intro Part One

I’ll never forget sitting in my 6th grade art class becoming more and more
frustrated about the lesson we were learning, it was a two-point perspective drawing.
Sitting there angry, clenching my pencil in my hand worrying so much about making my
lines perfectly straight and not crooked. Even though I was annoyed and anxious about
making my drawing of a plain building look “perfect,” I got through it and completed the
assignment. As I looked around the room at my classmates I noticed everyone was still
working on their drawing. Since I was already done, I took it upon myself to use what I
learned about two point perspective and create two banners on each side of the
building. On the banners I revelved what kind of business the building was, which had to
deal with magic. Once I was done writing the words and drawing small illustrations
within my newly drawn banner I proudly went to show my art teacher Miss Howell my
completed building. As I handed her my paper I saw her face fall with annoyance and to
my disbelief she said, “this right here was not part of the assignment, you need to erase
it.”
That memory has never left me and the reasoning is because it was one of the
first but many times to come to mind that I felt limited while creating art in school. I felt
boxed in with no choices to explore what I was taught or be creative on my own. This
trend followed me into high school where the first 2 years of my high school art class
was just lessons in technicality, principals, and standards. In 11th grade our class was
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finally allowed to make our own choices when it came to creating our works of art. Even
then with the freedom it still came with many restrictions that included media, execution
and subject matter.
I have formed many thoughts about this over the years and probably one of the
most consuming thoughts is “why is choice something that needs to be earned while
creating.” Now, I understand there has to be structure to lessons, but what is harmful
about students exploring and making choices that are better for them in the long run ?
Intro Part Two
I came into the field of art education with ignorant thoughts and bias regarding
the breakdown of art making lessons/projects and how students should and should not
be making work. This all stems from the conditioning as an art student that I went
through for years and years of my life. After learning and seeing first hand how
loosening the reins on what students “should and shouldn’t” be doing in the art
classroom I can conclude it is vital for art educators to leave room in their lessons to
have choice and explore.
There are many contributing factors on why a choice centered art classroom is
important for students. It is important to understand that every student is a different kind
of learner. Students come from different backgrounds and households. Some students
are going through a journey regarding their race, gender, and culture. Art teachers will
come in contact with learners who have different disabilities. Without choice embedded
in the lessons many students will be left out or feel like they cannot properly express
themselves. When educators leave the doors open for choice to become a permanent
part of their lessons everyone can comfortably participate and express in their best way.
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Choice was something that always appealed to me but I truly did not understand
it’s importance until I was exposed to so many kinds of learners while observing
classrooms throughout the boroughs of New York City. One of my most noted
experiences was in the school Friends Seminary near Union Square in Manhattan. The
school’s art program was impressive with multiple classrooms for exploratory artmaking.
The space that struck me the most was the woodshoping area, yes I’m talking about
literal six year olds using power tools better than most adults. There was a student in
the 4th grade class that was working so hard on his wooden figure, in fact he was
working so successfully that he was granted permission by the art instructor to work on
a completely separate project as a result of how diligently he worked. Once the class
was dismissed the art instructor turned to me and said, “You would never guess it but
that student has extreme anger management needs. I found out that woodworking is a
great outlet for him to express himself. If I didn't offer the choice of him coming in here
during his study hall problems can develop for him.”
Through all this research I just want to stress the importance of art educators
taking the time to really understand their students. When you start to build a healthy and
understanding relationship while in the classroom students will feel empowered and
confident.
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Literature Review:
The History of Art Education as a Tool For Individualism:
A world without art education might seem strange, but it did in fact exist in the
past. Before exploring choice within the art education curriculum it is important to gather
where art education came from in the first place. It all started after this little event called
World War 1. Back in the beginning of the 20th century people were invested in the role
of craftsmanship, people being able to work with their hands to help with individual and
cultural development. (White, 2004.) During this time frame in the early 20th century,
handwork and crafts were considered highly and developmentally important. Some of
the reasoning for this were, 1) someones’ hands were considered the primary tool of
expression and creation. 2) technologies created through the work of the hand were
considered to be influential to the ever developing society. One of the most important
beliefs during this time was that craft, in all forms, became a source of healing for
individuals. When healing happens within an individual it will echo like waves bumping
into each other, the waves in question were homes, communities and industries.
Like most things created people found the need to “gender” different routes in art
education. In the early days of art education there were two paths someone could take,
and the path that someone would travel on all resided on their gender. The “boy”
version of art education was rooted in industry. This Industrial Art Education highlighted
issues that were “outside the home.” The making would focus on machinery. The “girl”
art education route drew important dialogs from sciences and sociology. This resulted in
the art practice focusing on hand making clothes, interior design and other handicrafts,
like embroidery or stitching.
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Later in the early 20th century a groundbreaking correlation was being unearthed
between artmaking and the individual creating it. An art educator named Florence Cane,
who happened to also be an art therapist, introduced the idea that the role of the art
educator could be used in the unfolding of culture. By giving students the opportunity to
be expressive with media, the idea of the “inner artist” can emerge. With the inner artist
at the forefront of artmaking connections could be made that students can emerge into
a human being that is free to express how they see fit. As time rolled on it was
encouraged for art classrooms to move away from simple drawing tools to ones with
more expression such as, crayons, pastels and paints. By giving students more of a
choice in their art media, they were able to express how they wanted. Through choice
and self expression, students were able to mirror their identity and free speech and
simultaneously imbed themselves within the artmaking.
The History of Choice within Art Education:
“ I believe that both art and children are best served when art education hews
most closely to the strengths of art and children. Respect for children’s capacity to make
choices: refonition that they come to use with lives in progress, interests that drive them,
questions that matter: and faith that children recognize and respond well to the well to
the confidence we place in them inform this approach of teaching.” ( Thompson, 2017.)
Choice within artmaking seems like it be a logical bridge within expanding on
artmaking within the classroom, but it did not come so obviously. Art Education in the
modern sense was around for 50+ years until choice-based art education made a bold
appearance in the 1970s. Choice- based art education was used as a method to create
a wide number of students with choices. These choices were made through the ideas
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found within the media and technique. When art educators center their curriculum
around their students, students will be able to work with their own ideas. It is important
to note that not every art educator's version of the word choice is going to be the same.
Choice can mean as little as “between these two blues, which one would you like to
paint the sky,” or as broad as “I’m leaving it up to you to create the sky you want using
whatever media you see fit.” Because of the large range of choice and what it could
mean to each educator as an individual, choice can be seen as an umbrella term.
Choice-Based Defined:
The first word, choice-based. Seems like a simple word right ? But, what does
this really mean and what does it mean in the context of an art classroom ? When
looking up the definition of “choice-based,” I came across a couple different definitions
to describe the phrase.
“Learners participate in their own learning process and in the manner by which such a
process is designed. Therefore, learners can make choices, take control, and
orchestrate their own learning processes, with or without support from information and
communication technologies.” (Davis, 2017). So what does this quote really mean ? In
short the students have a say in how they would like to learn within the classroom. All
students are different kinds of learners so it is crucial to keep the learning in the
classroom open enough that all students feel like they have a voice or say in being a
part of the classroom. Unfortunately we see far too many examples of students suffering
because their specific needs are not being met or even explored. When centering
lessons and the classroom with choice-based curriculum as the main attraction students
will most likely always feel that they have a voice.
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So now that there is an understanding of what choice-based is, what about
choice-based art education. When examining choice-based art education it is going to
look a little different than choice-based curriculum in the “typical classroom.” Why is
this ? Well in the art classroom there are so many different tools to create with. The art
classroom, when utilized properly, can become the students imaginative oyster.
"Choice-based art education regards students as artists and offers students real choices
for responding to their own ideas and interests through art making. (TAB)” As
mentioned in my intro, art class can become frustrating and dull when students feel like
they have no choice within the classroom.
Choice can also come with its own stack of confusing hurdles to jump over. It is
important for educators of all kinds to understand that each student learns in their own
way. There is really no “typical” way of learning, some students will need more attention
and care when learning and creating in the classroom. I came across an article all about
an art classroom that utilizes a paraprofessional as a support in the classroom. Why
could the use of a paraprofessional in the art class create a more inclusive classroom ?
The answer is they are trained in helping students target their specific needs, with their
support in the classroom students will feel supported to make the best choices that lead
to enrichment. “Currently, there are over 5.5 million students with identified disabilities in
schools many of whom are attending art classes” (Burdick and Causton-Theoharis,
2008.) Not every school will have the ability to hire a paraprofessional but when granted
one, the student will have a more successful time in the classroom. “We found several
key components to the most effective support in the art classroom. These included: (1)
recept and value for paraprofessionals and students, (2) providing access to materials,
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instruction and peers; (3) improving communication.” “Physical access to the classroom
is basic yet undeniably important, for students. In the art room it is important to consider
access to materials, art tables, sinks, visual materials, the teacher and p in eers. The
placement of furniture in the room should allow for unobstructed movement by all
students. Physical access for all members of the classroom ensures that students have
opportunities to learn with and from peers.”
“Visual materials can play a prominent role in the art curriculum. At times, materials,
content or instructions mat need to be modified to ensure access. Some examples of
modified materials include: enlarged handouts, adaptive paint brushes, or a simple
piece of masking tape to hold a paper still as a student works. Modifications could
benefit all types of students, not only those with specific disabilities and therefore should
be offered as an option for all.” (Burdick and Causton-Theoharis, 2008.) By giving all
students the same playing field they will be confident in making choices that better
express themselves. By not exploring the different kinds of learners in the classroom
setting a teacher can become stifled when “challenged” by different kinds of learners.
The Universal Design for Learning:
The Universal Design for Learning is something I was introduced to not too long
ago. I was taking a class last year all about inclusive learning within the classroom,
focusing mainly on creating an art curriculum that is structured for any kind of learner. In
2006, The Universal Design for Learning can be traced back to Ron Mace, who was an
advocate for people with disabilities. The goal for the Universal Design for Learning is
“UDL is a framework to guide the design of learning environments that are accessible
and challenging for all. Ultimately, the goal of UDL is to support learners to become
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“expert learners” who are, each in their own way, purposeful and motivated, resourceful
and knowledgeable, and strategic and goal driven. UDL aims to change the design of
the environment rather than to change the learner. When environments are intentionally
designed to reduce barriers, all learners can engage in rigorous, meaningful learning.”
In short, UDL is a guideline that all educators can reference to make their
classrooms a more inclusive space for all kinds of learners. The UDL is grouped
together in three different big ideas. The first being, provide multiple means of
engagement. How can an educator create dynamic engagement for all learners ? They
can first start with the thought that there needs to be a spark to create ideas. When
educators provide opportunities for learners to find their ideas through choice, keeping
classrooms projects relevant to the learners and minimize threat/ harsh expectations
they are constructing a classroom with UDL in mind. Jumping off of section one, section
two focuses on representation. An educator that wants to utilize UDL guidelines
understands the importance of providing multiple means of representation. This can
look like a lot of different things within the classroom setting. Educators will use different
options of perception when teaching. This can be achieved by, customization of
displays of information (have options, some students will want to look at the board but
other students will understand directions better if they have a step by step hand out on a
handout), offer alternative ways to collect information from students and offer alternative
ways for students to see/ understand visual information. Section three of UDL focuses
on action and expression. Action and expression are important for all learners, when
using UDL in the classroom its important to provide spaces for physical action. Students
spend most of their day sitting in a desk or at a table providing them with space to most
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their bodies and get out energy is a positive outlet. Keep art supplies and tools in
different areas of the art classroom so students will have the opportunity to get up and
move around throughout the class period.
When utilizing the principles of ULD within the classroom the educator is
providing a space for all different kinds of learners to participate. Prior to my thesis I did
a small pilot study to gather information about choice-based learning, not many of the
educators surveyed knew what the Universal Design for Learning was. Hopefully in the
future all educators will start to know and incorporate this method of understanding into
their curriculum. By doing so, this gives all learners in the classroom the ability to share
their voice.
Inclusion and Student Voice
It is hard to pin down exactly when the student voice came to be, but one thing is
certain about the voice of the students is that they are powerful. The classroom culture
of buzzing voices and sharing of topics would be nothing without the thoughts,
background and culture that lives within each student.
Educators are given a hefty task of empowering the voice of the student. Not
every learner is going to be beaming with confidence, sometimes it will take a little push
to create a classroom environment where a student feels comfortable to start sharing
their voice. So how can an educator do this ?
The confidence of a student can start with an engaged and thoughtful pedagogy.
A pedagogy is most powerful when a student and educator are thoughtfully working
together. The pedagogy’s main job is to empower the student. Bell Hooks describes
steps in how the teacher can cultivate a classroom that will empower students and
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create an inclusive learning environment.The first steps in all of this is to create a
community in the classroom. The educator should take the time to let each student say
their name out loud, giving their voice power. From then, students can work with the
teacher to find their “inner light.” Inner light means something different to each student,
but it means to catch a glimpse of that particular student from the inside. Hooks also
highlights the importance of bringing objects into class to share, by doing this students
will have the ability to hear themselves talk about a part of them that is important.
Classroom integrity is another important part of the puzzle. The classroom integrity is
described as a place where wholeness is welcomed, a place where students can be
honest and open, (Hooks, 2010).
If an educator follows the steps that Bell Hooks created, their classroom will
become a place of empowerment and from there inclusion can start. Inclusion in the
classroom does not spring up from nowhere; it is something that educators and
students create together. By cultivating student voices that will eventually turn into
inclusion, the classroom becomes a safe haven for students from all different
backgrounds.
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Methodology:
Finding the Right Method
There are so many ways to collect data when researching, but sometimes it’s
hard to nail down the appropriate one. When exploring my research topic I first gave out
surveys to collect the data. Surveys are a great way to collect data but for me, I did not
think it was the most appropriate way to gather my information. What I disliked about
the survey method was that it was in a way a one sided conversation. I would take the
time to write out what I considered to be important thoughtful questions but the
responses would land a little flat and cold. When referencing someone's opinion just
through text, unless you know the person well, information can become misconstrued.
Bouncing off the surveries and my dislike for this one sided conversation that
was created, I was advised to maybe give an interview a try. I love having conversations
with people so it seemed like the best option for me. Since it is the end of 2020 and
Covid-19 is still on the rise without a vaccine being distrubed yet, the only way for me to
conduct these interviews was virtually. The interviews were conducted virtually through
the program Zoom, which gained insane popularity throughout 2020. Zoom has a great
recording feature included with it, since I had the ability to record the interviews it helped
with understanding the educator’s tone, expression and excitement while they were
answering my 13 questions.
Question Development
My questions were developed in a way where they were all open ended. When
forming a question open ended the interviewee has the opportunity to give back more
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lengthy thoughtful answers. If I was to form my questions in a way where they were just
yes or no, the answers would end right there as a dead end. I don’t think one can collect
information in whole with dead end answers. I also took the time to make sure that one
question flowed into the next question as seamlessly as possible. Framing the
questions in this way created a more natural conversation.
I was careful to not repeat myself while creating the questions. I also avoided “on
the nose” or too obvious of questions just for the purpose of creating questions that
could be answered neutrally. If I was to develop questions in a way where there was too
much of a bias I could possibly skew the educators answers or opinion. By doing that I
would be collecting information that was not answered honestly or swayed in a way
where I was manipulating the answers. Please reference appendix 1 to see the
questionnaire.
The Right Kind of Educators
There are so many different schools and educators within New York City that it
might seem overwhelming to land on the correct teachers for my research. When
reflecting back on the times I’ve observed a few different educators came to mind. A
goal I had with my research was to interview educators that I had some kind of
connection with. The connection could stem from a time I observed their class, I was
their student or a connection through friendships.
The educators most importantly had to work in a way that backed up my
research and aligned with what I was exploring. The educators had to be wildly
passionate about their interest in choice-based curriculum which in turn revealed the
inclusive underworkings of their classroom dynamic.
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The first educator right off the bat came to mind was Aliza Greenberg. I was
lucky enough to have Greenberg as one of my professors during my journey at The City
College of New York. Last year I was invited to come observe one of her art classes at
the Learning Spring School. The Learning Spring School in Manhattan is a speciality K8th grade school targeting students with disabilities and developmental needs.
Narges Anvar is an educator I met on a whim during the Fall of last year. I always
send out long lengthy emails or explanations to nearby schools to try to observe in
them, schools in Queens in particular. Making connections with educators in Queens is
something I am passionate about because I have called Queens, New York my home
for almost 5 years. I was invited to a meeting/ interview with Anvar after my email of
observation caught the art staffs’ interest at Kew Forest Academy, a private school in
Forest Hills, Queens. When finally having the opportunity to observe Narges classes of
middle to high school age students I knew she would be a great contender to help aid
with my research.
The third and final educator that was chosen for the interview was Jennifer
Cascino. Jen is a City College of New York alumni who now works as a full time art
educator at public school 110 in Greenpoint, Brooklyn. When Jen was finishing up her
Master’s at CCNY I was just starting out my journey. I felt that interviewing her would
give me the information I was seeking, because she went through the same program I
currently am coming to the end of. Jen is the educator with the least amount of
professional teaching experience but still had tons of insight when exploring choicebased learning.
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Findings
The results of the Findings were discovered by first participating in the interviews
and then taking time to transcribe the varying results. All three art educators were asked
the same 13 questions. From those 13 questions different results appeared. Once I took
the time to transcribe each interview, which was a lengthy process in itself. I began to
start making connections. From the similarity and connections I started to find different
“codes.” With these codes I was able to create sections of information that ultimately
lead to my organization of the coding.
Throughout my time going through the data, I was able to create and explore 10
different codes between the three educators. After exploring the topics of the 10 codes I
grouped the codes togethering in “bigger idea” categories, combining a lot of acute
information into bigger and bolder thoughts. With this information I was able to find
theories, educators and researchers that align with these big ideas.
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Discussion
Exploring the Discoveries
When I first started out with my interview process I had no idea what similarities
or differences I would find among these educators. I thought to myself, “I really hope at
least some of the questions I prompted will be answered similarly somehow.” I only
thought this way because even though the educators I chose were similar in their
teaching ideas and methods they all teach at completely different schools and also
different boroughs. I was pleasantly surprised to find so many different and interesting
connections made by the three educators. To gather this information and organize it in a
way where it made the most sense I looked towards coding. Coding is a tool that is
used to gather similar words or phrases that can connect answers that vary. Through
the help of the coding tool I was able to pull out 10 strong codes.
The 10 Codes Discovered
After the first interview was completed with Aliza, I was eager to begin the next
one with Narges. I wasn’t just excited to hear what Narges had to say about choicebased learning and inclusivity but I was also extremely interested to start making
connections between the two educators. While talking with Narges she used similar
language and phrases as Aliza did in her interview. Once I got to Jen, the third and final
interviewee, it was even easier to start seeing the connections start to map out in my
head. Once all the interviews came to a close I took time to transcribe each of them. I
recorded the audio of each zoom meeting, I listened to the interviews over and over
again while simultaneously writing down all the conversations. At first I was nervous to
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do this, thinking I would write down misinformation or I would not find all the different
codes I needed. Those negative thoughts went right out the window once I was mirrored
with trangilable and transcribed information, all of which aided with my research.
Code 1- Flexibility
Flexibility is an interesting word, it can mean someone that twists their body into
a pretzel on a high beam or flexibility can mean something as simple as letting students
choose the materials best used for an art lesson. Flexibility I feel is something everyone
struggles with, its hard to bend into someone else's expectations or create little changes
here and there when a plan is already set in place.
Flexibility was the first code that I found when looking through the transcribed
interviews. Each educator's discussion on flexibility was a little different, some talked
about flexibility when creating a curriculum while others thought about flexibility when
reflecting on how they perform as an educator. “I support them in the process. Even
though it's open ended. Me being flexible is the biggest part of creating lessons for all
learners. It’s on me to better accommodate everybody.” (Aliza Greenburg) This can be
seen here from Aliza’s quote. Her flexibility lies in creating lessons for all learners in
mind, she has an initial plan for her lesson but she understands that she has to be
willing to make changes so that all of her students are able to achieve success.
“How I keep it open is I like to present a big open ended question. The projects
are centered around an essential open ended question. Their experiences develop the
projects.” (Narges Anvar). Narges understands through the quote I pulled from her that
it is important to leave room for students to include or share their experiences while
creating works of art in the classroom. If Narges did not imbed this form of flexibility
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within her lesson structure students would not have the ability to learn about each other
and there would not be an opportunity to create inclusivity while utilizing flexibility in the
classroom.
Jen always has in mind that everything she asks of her students will not be met
and she is okay with different outcomes than she envisioned from the start. “All the
demands that I make are not going to be met and that's okay.” (Jennifer Cascino). It can
be hard to not put expectations on ourselves or others but it’s important to leave wiggle
room and flexibility for smoother outcomes.
Code Two- Making it Relevant
Back in 6th grade we had a bulletin board hanging outside the art classroom, it
read “Artist of the Month.” Attached to the bulletin board there was a picture of some pre
impressionist self-portrait work of art along with some facts about the artist who had
been dead for probably almost two centuries. We were prompted to explore this artist
and answer some questions about him, even assigned to recreate his works of art in our
sketchbook. When this assignment was given to me, I thought to myself “what is the
point ?”
Keeping assignments and art making activities relevant to students in the
classroom is something that I gathered while transcribing all the interviews. Every
educator had their own way to explain that it is the educators job to keep the ideas fresh
and the assignments relevant to their students. We all have had experiences that feel
so far removed from self that the thought of finishing or even engaging with the
assignment can turn into a grueling exhausting experience. It does not have to be this
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way, only if educators take the time to make their content relevant to their ever changing
pool of students.
Jen understands that her students go to school and also live in the community of
Brooklyn, New York. Brooklyn is a borough with such a rich and interesting artistic
history. If an educator is teaching in Brooklyn and not taking the time to utilize the urban
environment around them it is a missed opportunity. “Teach about what is relevant,
focusing on graffiti in the area. Go around the neighborhood and look at the graffiti.”
(Jen Cascino). Jen has a whole unit in her curriculum where students have the
opportunity to explore around their schools neighborhood of Greenpoint. While
exploring around, Jen encourages the students to take some time to look at all the
different graffiti plastered around buildings, walls, sidewalks and other objects in the
area. After taking time to see the graffiti students are then prompted to create little
graffiti artworks that mimic what they saw while adventuring around their neighborhood.
This lesson is a great example of keeping the information relevant.
There are other ways to keep the students engaged that are not relying on the
area or community that they live in. This can be seen in the example Narges gives, “The
stuff I chose to put on the walls is also important. I like to put up mainly female artists
and artists of different backgrounds other than European artists.Relate content to what's
happening to now and today” (Narges Anvar). The classroom is always going to be
made up of different kinds of learners coming from all varying walks of life, ethnicities,
genders and cultures. Educators have the ability to decorate their room and hand pick
artists that will hopefully have some relevantancy to their student body.
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Aliza works in a school where all the learners have disabilities, she understands
that it is crucial to create lessons relevant to her students, “I make it exciting for them, I
tailor it to their interests and what they want to learn about.”(Aliza Greenberg).
Code Three- Knowing Your Students
“I think knowing your students is the first step and really taking time to know your
students and know what they are interested in learning.” (Aliza Greenburg). I think we
have all had that moment while in school where we felt misunderstood or not able to
have a voice in the classroom setting. Across the board in this code the three educators
discussed the extreme importance of taking the time to actually know their students.
When creating a curriculum it would almost seem impossible to create in its
entirety if there wasn’t room to learn and discuss with each other. Letting students take
the time to get to know each other is not just beneficial for the students but educators as
well. “You can see their eyes glaze over when you ‘start to teach’ but when you have a
conversation and engage everything because it’s more human.” (Jen Cascino). All
learners and educators alike will appreciate breaks in the lessons where the
experiences become more human and not so robotic.
Humans are social creatures, it is important to leave some space during the
duration of the class setting to have those little moments to learn from one other. By
indulging in this little bond a community can be formed. “Making the lesson this way
they are able to connect with it because they make it personal to themselves.” (Narges
Anvar). Learning from experiences and creating time to explore each other's identities
creates a sense of togetherness and safety within the art classroom.
Code Four- Opportunities to Share
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The activity “Show and Tell,” was always one of my favorites in school. I enjoyed
seeing what my classmates would bring in, sometimes it would be their toy train
collection other times some old pieces of jewelry. I personally liked to show off my coin
collection, which I still have to this day. It wasn’t the objects that excited me during show
and tell but really it was having the opportunity to learn about my classmates and them
learning about me. As I got older and further along into school opportunities like this
were far and few in between, I always wondered why we had to stop sharing just
because we were “teenagers or older.”
“To be productive and creating together we have to be upfront about where we
are during our day. It’s important to know we are people and what we are bringing to the
day. Important for both educators and students.” (Aliza Greenberg). Aliza discussed
with me the importance of sharing in the classroom, by creating a space where students
feel comfortable to share with the educator and each other inclusivity starts to be
formed. Aliza’s students in particular need to feel empowered to share with each other,
there are still to this day too many stigmas against children and adults with disabilities.
Because Aliza gives her students the opportunity to use their voice and inturn respects
what the students have to say they will start to develop confidence!
Narges relies on the formula of open ended questions to help students discover
shareable moments. “Give everyone time to talk about their work. Relating it to their life.
How do they identify themselves ? Who are they ? What do the colors mean ? what are
the elements or symbols used within the piece.when we look at a piece of art we can tell
so much about them.” (Narges Anvar). Inquiry based or open ended question
discussion is a tool that is also used by museum educators as well. By asking questions
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in an open ended format and not in a question that can be answered with simply just
yes and no, the answers will start to reveal the thought process and individualism of the
person answering. Yes or no questions are appropriate for some forms of discussion
but to really start understanding someone or their thought process it’s better to give
them the opportunity to answer in the way they see fit.
Code Five- Facilitator of Identity
The question of “what do you think the job of the educator should be,” caused
quite the stir when I asked the educators what their thoughts were. Every answer was
obviously different in its own right, but there was a common thread tying all the answers
together. That happened to be the educators thoughts on how their job is mainly to be a
facilitator of students identities.
“I think the educator is a facilitator, so someone that is there to facilitate learning
experiences and facilitate broadening a student's perspectives. And helping students
have the experiences helps shape who they become.”(Aliza Greenberg). A facilitator is
defined as someone who makes an action for a person easier. I think in an ideal world
we would want all educators to function in this way, but we know from experiences of
ourselves and others that is not always the case. I’m sure everyone can think of a time
where a teacher didn’t or even went out of their way to make something harder than it
needed to be.
“I think that the role of the educator should be most importantly to inspire and to
guide. Inspire to think creatively to not be afraid to take risks to experiment to explore.
All in the goal of self discovery” (Narges Anvar). I believe that sometimes educators do
not fully understand their hand in their students’ growth. For learners in all stages
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support and guidance is needed, also the feeling of someone being on their side can
also create comfort.
Another responsibility of this facilitator is to instill the knowledge of materials
within the students. “I didn’t know what to expect of them so my main goal was to bring
them the basic artmaking and materials. Teach them how to use the materials to let
them show their identity through their art making.”(Jen Cascino). Jen recounts her first
year of teaching, discussing with me that some students never had the opportunity to
explore certain media in the art classroom. By taking the time to let students explore
media in the art classroom, they will better understand all the different media. Once
students have a grip on the media the like to use they will better understand what
medium will best represent them when creating artworks for projects.
Code Six- Supportive Administration
Time and time again there has been the phrase “the arts are not important,” or
“why would we invest in the arts when its not included in our statewide testing.”
Fortunately in most New York City schools art always has a place in the system, but
some schools are more fortunate than others, this mostly boils down to the
administration and how they view the arts.
While exploring my research topic, I thought including a question regarding the
administration could be a helpful aid to gain a lens into the world of that particular
school. “They support my curriculum design. With support that means you know that
means materials and they trust I know what I'm doing and what I need for my class.”
(Narges Anvar). Narges explained to me that her school administration trusts her in
many different ways, from simply explaining where the arts should fit into the overall
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schedule, to requesting money for art centered events, and to changing up the arts
curriculum and expectations for upper school (middle- high school). Aliza has a similar
experience at Learning Spring School where the administration trusts her fully to create
a curriculum she envisions best aids her students development. “The administration is
supportive of me creating the curriculum I want to make for the students.” (Aliza
Greenberg).
Jen explained to me in her interview that the school she currently resides at, PS
110, did not have arts in the school for many years until she came along. Jen mentioned
how surprised she was of the students' curiosity and natural interests in the arts. Her
school administration lets Jen create a fun and whimsical classroom environment that
includes, exploration, field trips and weekly arts learning through Zoom.
Code Seven- Organized and Thoughtful Classroom
In my high school art class we were assigned a number at the start of the year,
mine varied over the years because class sizes shrunk as the four years rolled on, but I
was always assigned a number that corresponded with materials in the art classroom.
These materials included watercolor sets, staple boards, charcoal sets, a place on the
shelf and so on. Looking back on this memory, I think my art teacher had a great sense
for organization.
The chatter of organization and a classroom that was throughout in its spacing
came up a surprising amount of times while I was having my interviews. “And it's not a
mess so you can clearly see where the papers are, the media, then I have everything
out where the sinks out. I have everything for the paint. I set it up “buffet” style, so they
can set up the paint and brushes how they want.” (Narges Anvar). Narges is an
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educator that is extremely passionate about everything that goes up in her art space.
She described to me that a lot of times the art teachers usually do not get their ideal
space within the school building. She mainly thinks this is because some of buildings
utilized in the city are older or other school subjects are prioritized before the arts.
Nonetheless, Narges works with the space she has by putting up relatable content on
the walls, utilizing relevant imagery and putting her materials out on display for students
to see.
Creating a space that is not confusing and has thought behind it is a
conversation that kept repeating as I listened to more of the interviews. “There's a lot of
options for the physical space, ways to present the visuals, very clean, not cluttered. A
lot of support physically in the room for visual and sensory support.” (Aliza Greenberg).
Similar to Narges’s thought process about the visual set up of the art space Aliza also
creates her space with intention. Because she has such a close relationship with her
students and she understands their needs she can create and set up a space where it
will not overwhelm her varied group of learners who are sensitive to stimulation.
Jen likes to give her students initiative to help clean and respect the art
classroom by making a game out of it.“On the spinner I had the elements of art, and
students can play the game to talk about ‘line’ art and apply it to their colleagues' work .
I think it's important to make the classroom feel like a safe space, laying down some art
room rules.” By creating rules that ultimately turn into a game, it creates the opportunity
for all the students to get an understanding of the different expectations that exist in
each individual art classroom. No classroom or student grouping will be the same so it’s
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important for the educator to assess what it needed for their unique space and student
grouping.
Code Eight- Collaboration
“I’m just there to help them make it happen. I love to what them collaborate
together.” (Aliza Greenberg). Aliza talked to me in depth about a collaborative project
that was her and the students most favorite and in my thoughts most unique lesson in
her art classroom. The collaborative project was all about the New York City Subway
system. The subject matter, Aliza mentioned, is something the students really gravitate
to because it is something that is familiar to them and something that most of them have
experienced in some way. The students were prompted to make a collaborative art
piece all about the subway system. It was a 50/50 split between performance art and
studio art, both of which they had learned over the course of the year with Aliza. She
describes the best part of the lesson is the students working with each other and
creating/coming up with choices and outcomes on their own. Aliza is there to help aid
and support the students but her main goal for the students is to have the ability to
create their own collaborative work of art.
Since the Covid-19 pandemic hit, collaboration looks a little different in Jen’s
classroom. She made it a point of creating an instagram page where her students can
look at each other’s work, similar to if it was hanging salon style in a gallery. “I have an
instagram account where I post all the kids work so they can see everything together”
(Jen Cascino). By creating this virtual gallery and share space the students can still
have opportunities to “gallery walk” and check out what each other had made. What
would an art classroom be without the ability to comment and look at each other's
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work ? Luckily, because of the modern age we are in, it is easier now than ever to still
stay connected even though we can’t be together in person.
Code Nine-Hearing Student Voice
Last Spring I had the opportunity to visit The Blue School, located in lower
Manhattan near the Seaport. During my six hour long visit in the art classroom I was
introduced to a method of talking about work in a way that was unfamiliar to me at the
time. This method was called a “gallery walk,” the educator Caroline used this as a tool
for students to talk about each others work and also their own work. Caroline used open
ended questions to prompt the students to explain their choices. If the students were in
a younger grouping of elementary she used a worksheet to gather the information for
the questions. I was blown away by all this because of the sheer fact that seven and
eight year olds were able to freely discuss their art. I did not start doing this until the
later years of my highschool art experience and then throughout college.
“Critique and feedback part of the lesson gives everyone a chance to voice their
opinion, voice their feedback. Basically everyone gets different perspectives on their
work and each other's work, relates to the idea of inclusivity.” (Narges Anvar). When
thinking about inclusivity, the student voice is one of the first things that pops into my
mind, and Narges shared the sentiment with me. When educators encourage students
to use their voice they are given the opportunity to show each other who they really are.
While exploring the topic of student voice each educator agreed or mentioned
that they care more about the student’s voice or students exploration in their work other
than how perfect the project was executed. Choice was another huge factor that was
brought up while getting down to the nitty gritty of student empowerment. “We also allow
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students to use their interests in their artwork as much as I can. When we create a play
we base the show off of their ideas solely.” (Aliza Greenberg). Aliza works with her
students to understand what will motivate them to accomplish thoughtful and completed
works. By working with a students interest they are more likely to stay engaged and
explore the work to the best of their abilities.
“Each student had certain things they wanted to visually express for what hope
means to them.” (Narges Anvar). Narges shared with me a lesson that she created
during Covid times where students are prompted to explore what the word “hope”
means for them. All lessons and research leading up to the final project were rooted in
choices that students made. She said that some work came out more successful than
others but every student utilized their own personal voice and choice to lead to the
outcome that was best suited for the experience they were visualizing.
Jen finds students' voices through conversations and discoveries that come up
while working in the art classroom. She explained to me her unit on oil pastels. While
exploring how the oil pastels work on paper one student found out that they can smudge
them all around the surface of the paper, in turn creating a different effect than if the
student was just to make lines with the medium. “Letting kids learn a new way of doing
something, recognizing that and showing off discoveries to the class. Letting the
students teach a little bit and talk out loud so they can feel free to speak out and
discover new things.” (Jen Cascino).
Code Ten-Cultivating Confidence
I’m the first to say I used to scrunch up my sketchbook paper when a drawing I
was working on did not come out right. I felt so embarrassed looking at this drawing I
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felt was not up to par with what I usually make. I also saw this same behavior during my
observations of art classrooms over the years. Students getting so frustrated with their
work that they scream, scribble all over the paper and then ultimately smash it into the
garbage can.
“I was assuming when i was in school that the kids would be brimming with
enthusiasm, but it’s more about helping them create confidence. They need to feel
comfortable and build their confidence.” (Jen Cascino). Student confidence is a topic
that was floated around in my interviews. I realized it is something that needs to be built
up, most students are not going to come into the classroom with this larger than life
confidence, every art student is a work in progress that needs attention. “Teaching them
that confidence to build their ability to just stand up and show their ideas of who they
are.” (Jen Cascino).
While sometimes building student confidence can be a challenge in of itself it is
something that can never be given up on. Aliza described to me that there are times her
students just want to give up completely, but she is always there by their sides to
encourage them to keep trying, “I have difficult moments where i had to say ‘it's not a
choice to not give it a try’.” (Aliza Greenberg). By stimulating positive thoughts in the
classroom the students will be able to think and create more positivity even though the
end result might not be what was originally envisioned.
Coding Conclusion
The one thing that originally tied all these educators together was that I hand
picked them all in regards to their views on classroom environment and choice based
lessons. As I researched and interviewed each educator I was surprised but delighted to
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see all the connections and similarities each of them had with each other. Even though
each educator has their own unique art classroom agenda and their own unique batch
of students it goes to show that when you take the time to create an inclusive choicebased classroom all students have the ability to feel empowered.
Coding Combined Into Bigger Ideas
I thought about the idea of transformers, like the cartoon from the 1980s about
small robots that come together to make a large robot. The thought sat with me for a
while when I realized I could take these very detailed codes and transform them into
bigger ideas or themes. From the 10 codes that I found initially in my transcribing, it
then started to come together into four separate larger themes. These themes are the
following, “school and classroom,” “pedagogy excellence”, “share the stage” and
“process over product.” By making these larger sections to explore it was manageable
to find researchers, educators and theorists that have explored these topics. By giving
the findings framework rooted in theory and research my inquiry becomes more valid.
Big Idea One: School and Classroom
Each educator had their own limitations when it comes to school funding and the
classroom that was available to them. But how can art educators make a plain, not ideal
classroom a place for creativity to bloom ? Katherine Douglas, a choice-based art
educator and researcher describes her classroom as a “beehive of activity.” (Douglas,
2004). The classroom she describes is one that fosters creativity, has structure and
centers learning around the students.
While interviewing with Narges, she states her classroom is similar to a
showroom. She has all her materials out of display so students will know exactly where
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the media is and how they will be able to obtain it. She describes this way of display as
“buffet style,” similar to that Douglas utilizes “menus of materials.” The buffet style and
menu of materials are just two of many different ways art educators can create an art
space that is thoughtful and clear for students. Just think about if everything was locked
away behind a cabinet, or stuffed into a drawer without care, how could this change the
smooth transition to pick out media to become an overwhelming time for some
students?
Over stimulation in the classroom is a topic Aliza touched on with me. Since Aliza
works in a specialized school where all of her students fall into the autism spectrum she
has to be extremely thoughtful of media and room placement, if all the materials were all
over the place the students could become unfocused and not pay attention to important
instructions or lectors.
While each art educator has their own unique challenges and hurdles to jump
over, they can still create a thoughtful and well functioning artspace. Once the educator
takes the time to understand what is best for their class they can start creating the
space as they see fit.

Big Idea Two: Pedagogy Excellence
In life we remember our teachers two different ways. We remember that they
were an awesome teacher where a life changing connection was made or we remember
those teachers that could really care less. I feel there is nowhere in between. So what
sets these two apart ? What makes a teacher really bad or really amazing ? I think the
answer can be found in teaching excellence, or pedagogy excellence. It is suggested
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that the best pedagogy relationships are formed when both the student and the teacher
are engaging with each other, creating an interactive relationship. (Hooks, 2010). This
idea goes back to my little code of “knowing your students.” To really have a real bond
with someone time needs to be taken to get to know them and understand how they
are, the same can be said with student and educator relationships.
It is the educators job to set the tone of the classroom. (Hooks,2010). At Learning
Spring School, where Aliza Greenberg teaches, she is given full rein to create a
curriculum that is tailored to her students' unique needs. She says that it is important to
“take what is familiar to them and let them make art out of it.” Art education historical
figure Elliot Esiner created a list of 10 ways to successfully teach art. Among these 10
different ideas, topic eight sticks out as a parallel, which is “the arts help children learn
to say what cannot be said.” When art educators take the time to to create a curriculum
that is choice-based there is more room to start to understand more fully what students
are trying to say. Their work can be viewed as a vessel into their inner subconscious.
“Providing students with significant choices about their artwork enhances their intrinsic
motivation. Students are likely to have a deeper level of engagement and commitment
to their work when it is motivated by their own idea.” (Gates, 2016).
By focusing on choice lead lessons the educator in turn is giving up some of their
power. When the “power” is removed from the teacher and more power is given to
students an opportunity is created to discover results independently. (Hathaway, 2015).
My interviewee Jen, describes a time in her classroom where a student made an
independent discovery about oil pastels and how they can be smudged around on the
paper. By doing this a new effect is created. “Letting kids learn a new way of doing
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something, recognizing that and showing off discoveries to the class. Let the students
teach a little bit and talk out loud so they can feel free to speak out and discover new
things.” (Jen Cascino, 2020).

Big Idea Three: Share the Stage
Student voice, sharing or explaining the inner workings of a project was a huge
topic and a simple segway into creating a classroom that fosters inclusion. Inclusion or
feeling safe, is not something that just presents itself out of the blue. It is something that
takes understanding, time and thoughtfulness to form. Student empowerment was
created by my interviewees in different ways. Each educator has their own unique
classroom with their own set of students, how sharing and working in each of these
classrooms is ultimately different. One thing is certain though, each educator took the
time to understand their students and give them the tools to find their voices. This was
achieved by letting students share, the use of choice-based lessons, specialized topics
and keeping it relevant to the students.
“The subtle message is that the arts are not for young people of color to enjoy, let
alone envision as a future career.”(Wexler, 2017). How often has the understanding of
art been wrapped up into the histories of white Europeans ? I remember visiting a
school on one of my many observations and seeing a wall of “famous artists,” most of
them being white men. I discussed this experience with interviewee Narges, she
explained to me that her students are a true melting pot. Kew-Forest Academy is
located right in the middle of Queens, which has been coined the melting pot of
America. Narges understands that it is important to decorate her classroom in imagery
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and present artists that her diverse art student body can relate to. “So first, I have to
know my students. Know their background, culturally and social economically. The
audience in mind and know what their challenges may be.” (Narges Anvar, 2020).
“Americans have never been comfortable with confronting ideas about
excellence and equity, and that discomfort can often be traced to deep-seated antiintellectualism.”(Zimmerman, 1997). That quote is from literally the 20th century and it is
something that most Americans still struggle with to this day, and now it's 2020. A big
part of misunderstanding each other is rooted in the idea that no one is sharing with
each other. If educators take the time to create and foster classroom environments that
students feel comfortable to share, more understanding about each other can be made.
Aliza describes some of the best moments in her classroom are the times when
students become comfortable to share with each other on their own unprompted. “they
can create it how they want, they work in teams. They talk about the different ideas, I
love hearing them talk among each other.” (Aliza Greenberg, 2020)

Big Idea Four: Process over Product
There has been a misunderstanding about art for many years, about it’s
importance and it’s overall place in schools. Some people still do not understand what
the arts can do for students. Creative activity is described as a human right, which
opens up alternative possibilities for thinking, feeling and doing. (Kraehe, 2017). Art can
easily become a positive and powerful outlet for students. Unlike most subjects in
school, there is not an exact formula an educator can follow to produce the same results
each time. Oftentimes in art the phrase “process over product” is heard. A big part of the
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artmaking is not the finished work but is also the failures, discoveries and happenings
that come before a final product.
“It doesn't matter what they use, it's more based on the meaning behind the
work.” (Narges Anvar, 2020). While interviewing Narges she reflects on times in her
teaching when the important part of the students’ work was not a perfectly rendered
work but all the trials the students had before finishing. She explained to me that not
every student will be a “perfect artist,” but if the educator focuses more on the journey
and less about the outcome students can become more empowered and confident
when sharing their work. Narges also adds “in that process there are skills and certain
things that go into that to gain that self confidence. Give the tools to do that, through an
inspiring and motivating way. To discover themselves in the creative process.”
The researcher Clyde Gaw describes in ways art classrooms need to be a place
where students are allowed to make mistakes and not execute work perfectly. “If art
education advocates are going to make the claim that art class offers opportunity for self
expression, how can we as art teachers penalize children when they self-express
through their art ? Art making in which a child originates an idea through memory,
experimentation, observation, imagination, feelings and emotions is, psychologically, a
powerful experience. One of the larger education goals of American schools is to enable
and support creative growth.” (Gaw, 2019).
Interviewee Jen Cascino relies on games to help students with the creative
process. She created a spinner game that is used in class to better understand art
making techniques that are required to learn referencing the NYC Blueprint For Art
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Education. “On the spinner I had the elements of art, and students can play the game to
talk about “line” art and apply it to their colleagues' work”
When educators take the time to bring down the walls or rigid education
parameters and focus more on the journey it can open the doors for many different
kinds of learners. Teaching in New York City is a unique experience, educators meet so
many different kinds of students. Creating a curriculum where the process is just as
important as the final piece can relieve some of the anxiety some students have while
being in the art classroom. “Empowering students that were not naturally gifted at
drawing, students that had learning disabilities felt like they could do the project and it
turned out cool.” (Jen Cascino, 2020).
Conclusion of Discussion Section
In the discussion we were introduced into two main sections codes and bigger
ideas from those codes. While exploring the coding, there were parallels between the
three art educators. Even though they do not teach in the same school or have the
same demographic of students it is clear that each of the educators takes the time to
empower their students and create an open ended choice-based curriculum with all
their different learners in mind. From codes to big ideas there was an exploration of
quotes and statements from researchers, theorists and educators within the art
education field. By comparing the experiences of the three interviewees to other
individuals researching and working within the field, an understanding and connection is
made that reveals these discussions are important ones to have. Peeling back the
layers of why art educators do what they do to finally reveal the core can help future
educators that will eventually get in the field of choice-based art education.
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Implications
The purpose of my research was to find out the ways art educators are using a
choice-based curriculum to cultivate an inclusive classroom environment. In a perfect
world I would have loved to be in the classroom and get some feedback from the
students as well. Because of the Covid-19 pandemic, in person research was put on a
hold. This research is something that doesn’t just end with this paper, it will forever
continue to grow and develop once I am out in the field myself. This is just a stepping
stone for all the experiences and research that will continue to emerge as time goes on.
Throughout my time researching the topic of choice-based lessons and inclusion
I discovered a lot of great resources. Luckily my research topic is something that has
been discussed alongside art education since the 1970s, when choice-based curriculum
first appeared on the scene. Currently, I feel the words choice and inclusion carry more
weight than they used to. There are so many powerful movements going on like the
Blacklives Matter Movement, LGBTQIA+ inclusion, Feminism, religious freedoms,
disability awareness and much more. If I wanted to research my topic more I think it
would be interesting to talk about the movements I mentioned and see how a choicebased lessons and curriculum can give those certain students a more empowered
voice.
To end my research I created an art piece in response to what I learned while
exploring the topics of choice-based lessons and inclusion. My response ended up
turning into a board game that focuses on choice-based lessons and experiences. The
goal of the board game would be to be used in the classroom, preferably middle school,
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and be used as a tool to help jump start ideas that are rooted in the students' choices. I
am hoping once the Covid-19 pandemic is under control I will have the opportunity to
share my gameboard with a classroom or who knows maybe even my future students.
To close, I feel it is so important for educators to take the time to know their
students and create a curriculum that is tailored especially for them. The world is
constantly changing, it is crucial for art educators to constantly use curiosity and
connection to create a curriculum that is suited for the ever changing learner. I think
back to my time in grade and high school, how different things would have been if I had
a teacher that made my classmates and I feel empowered.
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Appendix
1.Questionare for Interviewees
1.Where do you teach ?

2.How long have you been an educator ?

3.What do you believe the role of the educator should be ?

4.Please describe the role of the administration regarding the art curriculum? (What
expectations or parameters does the school administration support?)
A. Talk about a time, if any, in you teaching career where students were not
given choice
B. Describe a time, if any, where students had push back about choice in the
art classroom

5.What are some of the ways you create a curriculum with all learners in mind ?
A. How would you define/explain the elements that contribute to an inclusive
art class?

6.What does a choice centered art classroom mean to you ?
A. What art education or education theorists do you turn to when needing
support or insight when utilizing choice based/inclusive curriculum ?
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B. In what ways does the physical space of the art classroom contribute to
choice ?
C. Describe the ways students have the opportunity to share about
themselves and their work

7.Tell me about some of your most successful lessons ? What do you think made them
a success?

